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Abstract-In

this paper, by using a resolvent
operator
technique
of maximal
monotone
mappings
and the property
of a fixed-point
set of set-valued
contractive
mappings,
we study the behavior
and
sensitivity
analysis
of a solution
set for a new class of generalized
nonlinear
implicit
quasi-variational
inclusions.
Our approach
and results are new and generalize
many known results in this field. @ 2004
Elsevier
Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that variational
inequality
theory has become a very effective and powerful tool for
studying
a wide range of problems arising in differential
equations,
mechanics, contact problems
in elasticity, optimization
and control problems, management
science, operations
research, general
equilibrium
problems in economics and transportation,
unilateral,
obstacle, moving, etc. A useful
and important
generalization
is called variational
inclusions.
In 1994, Hassouni and Moudafi
[l]
used the resolvent operator technique
for maximal monotone
mapping to study a class of mixed
type variational
inequalities
with single-valued
mappings which was called variational
inclusions.
Adly [2], Ding [3-71, Ding and Lou [S], Huang [g-11], Kazmi [12], Noor [13,14], and Noor, Noor
and Rassias [15] have obtained some important
extensions and generalizations
of the results in [l]
from various different directions.
The sensitivity
analysis of solutions for variational
inequalities
has been studied extensively by
many authors using quite different methods.
By using the projection
technique,
Dafermos
[16],
Mukherjee
and Verma [17], Noor [18], Yen [19] dealt with the sensitivity
analysis for variational
By using the implicit
function
approach
that makes
inequalities
with single-valued
mappings.
use of so-called normal mappings,
Robinson
[20] dealt with the sensitivity
analysis of solutions
technique,
for variational
inequalities
in finite-dimensional
spaces. By using resolvent operator
Adly [2], Noor and Noor [21], and Agarwal,
Cho and Huang [22] study sensitivity
analysis for
quasi-variational
inclusions with single-valued
mappings.
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Recently, by using projection
technique
and the property
of fixed-point
set of set-valued contractive mappings,
Ding and Lou [23] and Hu [24] study the behavior and sensitivity
analysis of
solution set for generalized
quasi-variational
inequalities
and generalized
mixed quasi-variational
inequalities,
respectively.
Inspired and motivated
by recent research in this field, in this paper, by using resolvent operator
technique
and the property
of fixed-point
set of set-valued
contractive
mappings,
we study the
behavior
and sensitivity
analysis of the solution set for a class of generalized
nonlinear
implicit
quasi-variational
inclusions.
Our results improve and generalize many known results in the field.

2. PRELIMINARIES
Let H be a real Hilbert space with a norm 11.I/ an d an inner product (., .). Let C(H) denote the
metric on C(H)
family of all nonempty
compact subsets of H and H(., .) d enote the Hausdorff
defined by

H (A, B) = max

sup d (a, B) , sup d(A, b)
&A

bEB

>

,

VA,BEC(H),

where d(a, B) = inf@B ]]a - b]] : b E B} and d(A, b) = inf&A ]]a - b/l.
We now consider the following
parametric
generalized
nonlinear
implicit
quasi-variational
inclusion problem.
To this end, let R be a nonempty
open subset of H in which the parameter
X
takes values, iV : H x H x fl t H and g,m : H x R --+ H be single-valued
mappings,
and
A, B, C, D,G : H x R -+ C(H) be set-valued mappings.
Let M : H x H x R -+ 2H be a
set-valued
mapping
such that for each given (z, X) E H x R, M(.,z, X) : H -+ 2H is a maximal monotone
mapping with (G(H, X) - m(H, X)) n d om M(., z, X) # 0. Throughout
this paper,
unless otherwise stated, we will consider the following
parametric
generalized
nonlinear
implicit
quasi-variational
inclusion problem (PGNIQVIP):
foreachfixedXER,

finda:(X)EH,u(X)EA(z(X),X),

w(X)EC(Z(X),X),

z(X)eD(z(X),X),

w(X)EB(Z(X),X),
s(X)EG(X(X),X),

suchthat

(2.1)

OE1M(s(X)-m(w(X),X),z(X),X)+N(u(X),v(X),X).
Special

Cases

(I) If G = g : H x s1 --) H is a single-valued
mapping,
to the following
parametric
generalized
quasi-variational

then the PGNIQVIP
inclusion problem:

(2.1) is equivalent

for each fixed X E 0, find Z(X) E H, u(X) E A (cc-(X) ,X) , v (X) E B (z (X) ,X) ,
w(X)EC(Z(X),X),

z(X)ED(Z(X),X),

suchthat

(2.2)

OEM(g(z(X),X)-m(w(X),X),z(X),X)+N(u(~),w(X),X).
(II) If m(z, X) = 0 f or all (2, X) E H x R, then problem
problem:
for each fixed X E R, find z(X)
z (X) E D (X (X) ,X) , such that

(2.2) reduces

to the following

parametric

E H, u(X) E A (z (X) ,X) , ‘u (X) E B (z (X) ,X) ,
(24

OEM(g(z(X),X),z(X),X)+N(u(X),w(X),X).
(III)
Let ‘p : H x H x 0 + R U {+oo} be such that for each fixed (z, X) E H x R, p(., z, X) is
a proper convex lower semicontinuous
functional
satisfying G(H, X) n dom(&(.,
z, X)) # 8 where
$Y(., Z, X) is the subdifferential
of cp(., z, X). By [25], acp(., z, X) : H ---f 2H is a maximal monotone
Let M(.,z, X) = acp(., z, A), V (z,X) E H x s1. For given (z, X) E H x Q by the
mapping.

